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Monica Gri*n, 81, is like many Pittsburgh residents.
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Living in a house her mother bought in 1960, Gri*n lists the upgrades and repairs the
Lawrenceville home could use — a new railing on the porch, work in the kitchen to repair
old water damage, better insulation to keep out the cold and more.

“It needs a lot,” Gri*n said.

Advocates and lawmakers say Gri*n and others like her show the need for a new
program, Whole Home Repairs, that is part of the just-passed state budget.

The program received a $125 million appropriation in the Commonwealth’s 2022-2023
budget and has been hailed for its rare bipartisan support.

“When a house is falling down, that's not good for the Republicans or the Democrats
that live in the neighborhood… This is one of those issues that transcends political
boundaries,” said state Senator Dave Argall, a Republican representing Berks and
Schuylkill Counties, who supported the bill.

Republicans have said they see the bill as a blight-Zghting measure, but progressive
Democrats, who championed it, have said that is only part of its purpose. They maintain
the home repairs also will improve energy e*ciency and resident health and help Zght
displacement of low-income residents in gentrifying urban neighborhoods.

“The Whole Home Repairs Act is really at the intersection of a number of different
issues,” said state Rep. Sara Innamorato, D-Lawrenceville, who sponsored the bill in the
House.
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Up to $50,000 for repairs will be available as grants for low and moderate-income
homeowners and loans to small landlords renting affordable units.

The timeline for when money will actually roll out is still unclear. The state’s Department
of Community and Economic Development is in charge of setting up the program;
counties can then apply for the funds.

The funds are one-time money, which means there is no guarantee the program will be
funded in future budgets.

“We know we have a multi-billion dollar problem on our hand, and we have $125 million
of one-time funding. So, we really have to treat this as a pilot program,” Innamorato
said.
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Kate Giammarise

Kate Giammarise focuses her reporting on poverty, social services and affordable
housing. Before joining WESA, she covered those topics for the Pittsburgh Post-
Gazette for nearly Zve years; prior to that, she spent several years in the paper’s
Harrisburg bureau covering the legislature, governor and state government. She
can be reached at kgiammarise@wesa.fm or 412-697-2953.
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Politics & Government

Allegheny County Executive Fitzgerald vetoes fracking
ban for parks
Julia Zenkevich, 14 hours ago

Allegheny County Council has less than 30 days to attempt to override the vetoes with a two-thirds
majority vote.
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Pittsburgh City Council gives preliminary approval to
abortion protection bills
Kiley Koscinski, July 13, 2022

Council heard from legal experts Wednesday about a package of bills that would shield abortion
providers and patients from prosecution within city limits.

Politics & Government

Gainey administration scraps Peduto's prized OnePGH
initiative
Julia Zenkevich, July 13, 2022

One PGH was launched by former Mayor Bill Peduto last year as a way to secure funding for
affordable housing, community centers, education, and other social programs from tax-exempt
nonproZts like UPMC.
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